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Tip, Trick, Technique 8: Remote Server Manager in R2

Server Manager has proven to be a great way of administering Win2008’s complex set of
server roles and features. It offers a central means of adding, configuring, and removing
roles and features, and provides central access to a number of security- and configurationrelated features that would otherwise be scattered across the operating system (OS) and
require a lot of digging. If Server Manager had one significant failing, though, it was its
inability to work with remote computers. If you wanted to use Server Manager, you were
stuck logging onto the server console directly—which is a real limitation and really breaks
the “single-seat administration” model Microsoft has been slowly trying to implement.

In Windows Server 2008 R2 (“R2” for short), though, Server Manager has been improved to
support remote management. As Figure 16 shows, this change is subtle and one that’s easy
to miss: You simply pick up a “Connect to Computer” menu option.

Figure 16: Connecting to a remote computer.
This feature means you can now use a local copy of Server Manager to manage features and
roles on all your R2 servers—except those running Server Core; unfortunately, the Server
Manager console can’t install roles on the stripped-down Server Core version of the OS.
Hopefully that capability will come in time, as it would go a long way toward making Server
Core more approachable for a wider range of administrators.

Tip, Trick, Technique 9: Leveraging Server Core in R2

R2 offers an improved version of Server Core that makes up for a lot of the shortcomings of
previous versions, albeit at a potentially higher level of maintenance overhead. One of the
most important new features is the SConfig.exe utility (see Figure 17). This utility offers a
text-based menu that helps administrators configure the core operating system (OS)
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settings such as domain membership, computer name, Windows Update, network settings,
and so forth. This is a welcome improvement, as many of these tasks in the past required
complex, fairly arcane command-line tools. Those same tools are still in use; they’re just
called in the background by SConfig. Think of SConfig as a sort of lightweight “Server
Manager” specifically for Server Core.

Figure 17: Using SConfig in Server Core R2.
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Server Core also offers a subset of the .NET Framework. This subset includes portions of
v2.0 and v3.0; it specifically excludes the Windows Forms classes and Windows
Presentation Framework, which require graphical user interface (GUI) elements not
present in Server Core. The inclusion of this Framework subset has a couple of really
important, far-reaching consequences. One of those is the potential for additional patches,
as the Framework is an additional set of “moving parts” that do come with their own
potential problems and the resulting hotfixes and service packs. A major benefit of Server
Core has always been that it requires fewer patches—historically, about a third of what the
full Windows OS requires. The Framework isn’t historically a heavily-patched set of code
but it does get patched.
The tradeoff, however, is significant: Server Core R2 now supports ASP.NET Web
applications under IIS 7.5, which is a major improvement over the original Server Core
release—which didn’t have any Framework and didn’t support ASP.NET at all. The
inclusion of the Framework in Server Core R2 also permits remote management of IIS
through the standard IIS management console—another major benefit for administrators
(you have to enable the remote management service to make this happen).

Perhaps the biggest improvement offered by the Framework subset, however, is the
inclusion of Windows PowerShell v2 as a pre-installed component of Server Core R2. This
addition brings significant new administrative capability to Server Core, including the
ability to remotely connect to Server Core’s PowerShell instances from remote machines,
enabling remote command-line management of single and multiple servers.
Cross Reference
See Tip, Trick, Technique 12: Remote Command-Line Administration in R2
for more details on PowerShell v2’s remote management capabilities.

Active Directory Certificate Services (ADCS, formerly just Certificate Services) is also
supported as a server role on Server Core R2. This means that yet another key
infrastructure component—Public Key Infrastructure (PKI)—can now be migrated to this
lower-maintenance, smaller-footprint OS.
Keeping in mind that R2 is only being made available in a 64-bit edition, Server Core R2
optionally supports a WoW64 layer that makes it possible to run 32-bit applications. I
primarily see this as being used to support older management agents or anti-malware
applications, although every effort should be made to acquire native 64-bit versions of
these items as quickly as possible.

Finally, Server Core R2 also supports File Server Resource Manager (FSRM), which finally
enables advanced file quotas and other FSRM-related functionality in Server Core.
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Tip, Trick, Technique 10: Deleted AD Object Recovery in R2
Much has been made about the “Active Directory Recycle Bin” in Windows Server 2008 R2,
but the reality falls somewhat short of the hype. Although this feature provides great
capabilities, it also has some limitations that aren’t immediately obvious—and the term
“Recycle Bin” actually implies a level of functionality and ease of access that simply isn’t
present. But first, some background.

As you may know, deleted objects in Active Directory (AD) aren’t deleted immediately.
Instead, they’re marked with a “tombstone” flag, which is replicated to all domain
controllers in the domain. Tombstoned objects, as they’re called, continue to hang around
in the directory for some time—180 days in the most recent versions of AD. Although they
can’t be used to log on or for any other purposes, keeping the objects around in this
tombstoned condition helps ensure that every domain controller knows about the deletion.

Some third-party Recycle Bin-like tools of the past simply take advantage of the situation,
giving you a graphical user interface (GUI) for seeing tombstoned objects, and enabling you
to remove the tombstone flag (and replicate that change), bringing the object back to life—
reanimating it, to stick with the graveyard terminology. Some third-party recovery tools
provide no other functionality, in fact, especially those of the shareware variety, and you
don’t even need a tool if you’re comfortable using ADSIEdit or other free, low-level tools
that enable you to change the tombstone attribute yourself.

There’s a downside, though: When an object is deleted, AD removes most of its attributes at
the same time it applies the tombstone flag. That means many of the object’s attributes are
no longer available, so the object isn’t “complete.” This is especially frustrating with user
objects, as we tend to populate many of the users’ attributes. So simply reanimating an
object often isn’t that “simple” at all because you may also need to re-populate the majority
of its attributes to make it fully functional again.

Windows Server 2008 R2 makes one important change to the deleting process: It places
deleted objects into a “recycled” state where their attributes are left intact. Thus,
reanimating them, by flipping the tombstone flag, is easier, because the object is preserved
in its original form.

Unfortunately, Windows Server 2008 R2 will not provide an actual Recycle Bin in the form
of an icon or container that you can use to easily access deleted objects. Deleted objects will
still be essentially inaccessible from most native AD management tools, and you’ll need to
use low-level directory editors, scripting, or other—frankly complex—means to reanimate
objects from their “recycled” state. The term “Recycle Bin” is kind of misleading, because
although the feature does provide a sort of “undo” capability, it doesn’t do so in the same
easy-to-access way that the Windows Explorer Recycle Bin does.
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Also, this new “recycled” state depends on changes made to AD in Windows Server 2008
R2—meaning you can’t leverage this new feature until every domain controller has been
upgraded to this new version of Windows. You also have to upgrade every domain in your
environment to the Windows Server 2008 R2 functional level, and upgrade your forest to
the Windows Server 2008 R2 functional level. That’s a serious commitment for most
organizations, requiring planning, new software licenses, and a significant amount of effort
in order to reduce the risk of outages in a production environment. Figure 18 shows how to
make the upgrade using the new Windows PowerShell AD cmdlets included in R2.

Figure 18: Upgrading the forest functional level.
But wait, there’s more to do: Once your domain controllers, domains, and forests are
upgraded, you have to manually enable the “Recycle Bin” functionality in AD. Figure 19
shows this being done from Windows PowerShell.
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Figure 19: Enabling the Recycle Bin.
Once you’ve done that, you can start writing scripts that actually let you recover deleted
objects with their attributes intact. Oh, and once the “Recycle Bin” functionality is turned
on, you can’t turn it off. So before enabling it, make absolutely certain that this new feature
won’t be in violation of any internal security rules, legislative security requirements, or
industry security requirements. For example, in many European countries, it’s illegal to
retain personally-identifiable information (PII) in certain circumstances; enabling the
“Recycle Bin” may unacceptably retain PII without you realizing it, as object attributes
aren’t deleted.
Accessing deleted objects isn’t as simple as opening a “Recycle Bin” icon in the AD
management console; far from it. You’ll need a lower-level tool, like Ldp.exe, to access the
newly-created Deleted Objects container, as shown in Figure 20.
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Figure 20: Accessing deleted objects in Ldp.exe.
The Recycle Bin is also only useful for deleted objects: Changes to objects aren’t captured
and preserved. Restoring multiple objects, especially those in a deep hierarchy, is still
complicated. Non-directory objects, including Group Policy Objects (GPOs, which live on
the file system, not in the directory) aren’t protected by the Recycle Bin. The Recycle Bin
also relies on AD itself being functional; if something goes wrong at the domain or forest
level, you’ll still need to have a backup made by other means.

So the new Recycle Bin feature can certainly be useful—but you need to understand its
limitations before you rely on it, and you may still want to have third-party recovery tools
in place for other scenarios and for ease of use. You’ll certainly still want regular domain
controller backups.

Tip, Trick, Technique 11: Classifying Files in R2

An entirely-new feature in Windows Server 2008 R2 is the Windows File Classification
Infrastructure (FCI). This feature is designed to help administrators better manage file
storage resources, enforce company policies regarding stored data, and so on. FCI is
essentially designed to help classify the data on your file servers and to automate
otherwise-manual processes using predefined policies that are based on the business value
of your data. FCI is an infrastructure feature, meaning it provides a lot of ways for thirdparty vendors to “hook in” and provide features above and beyond what Windows includes
natively.
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Here’s the basic problem FCI seeks to solve: Organizations would love to be able to clean up
their file servers. But some data needs to be preserved for long periods of time, and today
it’s very difficult and time consuming to sort the “keeper” data from the “don’t need it” data.
FCI is designed to support predefined rules that help Windows automatically classify data,
and then allow management processes—such as file cleanup and archiving, or security
audits—to operate from the classifications.
Natively, R2’s FCI helps classify files based on content and location. One classified, sensitive
data might be moved or secured differently, backup solutions might prioritize highlyvaluable files over less-valuable ones within a backup window, or stale data might be
automatically archived or deleted.
The native FCI capabilities are accessed through the File Server Resource Manager (FSRM)
console, shown in Figure 21.

Figure 21: Accessing FCI through FSRM.
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As you can see, classification starts with a list of classification properties. In this example,
files can be classified as having personally-identifiable information (PII) or not, and can
have a “secrecy” level applied. These properties essentially define the key aspects of
information that might drive a business to make different decisions about the file: Files
containing PII might be secured differently, or files with a high “secrecy” level might be
backed up more frequently.

Next, rules are created to help automatically populate these properties for each file. Figure
22 shows the creation of a rule, where files in a particular location have a specific secrecy
level applied automatically.

Figure 22: Automatic classification rules.
The content of files, rather than just their location, can also drive the classification. Figure
23 shows the Content Classifier being used to set the “PII” classification property.
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Figure 23: Defining a Content Classifier rule.
Figure 24 shows the content that’s being searched for—in this example, a regular
expression that matches on US Social Security Number patterns.
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Figure 24: Defining the content to search for.
Third parties can provide additional classifiers, and third parties can also use the FCI
application programming interface (API) to apply classification properties or to read those
properties—for example, an auditing solution might use these properties to prioritize the
files that are included in a security audit.
Note
The screenshots for FCI were taken from pre-release versions of R2 and may
change in the final shipping product. These screenshots were drawn in part
from http://blogs.technet.com/filecab/archive/2009/05/11/classifyingfiles-based-on-location-and-content-using-the-file-classificationinfrastructure-fci-in-windows-server-2008-r2.aspx, which includes a full
discussion of the feature.
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Tip, Trick, Technique 12: Remote Command-Line Administration in R2
Windows PowerShell v2 introduces a new form of remote management based upon the
industry-standard Web Services for Management (WSMAN) and Microsoft’s Windows
implementation, Windows Remote Management (WinRM).

WinRM is a Web Services-based protocol, meaning it operates over HTTP. By default, this
means it uses ports 80 and 443, although those port numbers are configurable. The WinRM
service listens for incoming requests, then passes those requests to registered
applications—including PowerShell. For security purposes, administrators can govern the
applications that are allowed to register with WinRM. Essentially, WinRM replaces the
older and more cumbersome Remote Procedure Call (RPC) protocol; WinRM offers easier
compatibility with firewalls.

PowerShell v2 includes a set of cmdlets designed to configure and enable remoting through
WinRM, and a set of cmdlets designed to establish sessions with remote computers. Once
you have created an authenticated session from your local PowerShell instance to a remote
instance, you can engage in two distinct management scenarios: 1:1 and 1:n.
A 1:1 scenario basically provides you with a remote interactive command-line window, not
at all unlike SSH found on most Unix/Linux operating systems (OSs). A 1:n scenario allows
you to invoke PowerShell commands and have them run on multiple remote computers in
parallel, with the results being brought back to your computer. This makes multiplecomputer management virtually the same as single-computer management and makes it
easier to manage even a highly-distributed IT infrastructure.
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